LET THE SPRING BEGIN!

Let’s light up and make the spring sparkle. Our spring collection is all about celebrating the light and letting out your inner sparkle.
We have added seasonal extravaganza to this new collection to make you feel special. The collection is inspired by medallions and has been transformed into timeless designs with a symbolic twist.
The Portofino collection appeals to every woman with a love for jewellery. This collection is a mix of classic pieces for everyday use, trendy pieces with smaller charms and symbolic references as well as avantgarde statement earrings filled with sparkle and shine.
“I’ve always been fascinated by the moon and its exalted magic. I was born and raised in Iceland where the night sky is almost always clear and the moon has a very special status. I have spent hours studying the moon and have always been impressed with its myriad forms, phases, shadows and its eternal transformation. You can become completely absorbed by the moon and overwhelmed by the light projected from the moon and sky when it is completely sharp.”
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PORTOFINO EARRINGS

CZ in rounded pave setting & twisted around the ear.

sifjakobs.com
Let yourself shine throughout the spring with the new Sif Jakobs Jewellery spring collection in silver or gold plated silver with zirconia stones.

PORTOFINO FASCINO EARRINGS

CZ pave in rows & grated for a glamorous look
Simple classic & basic hoops for a beautiful everyday wear

Believe it or not. We’re launching our hero hoops in plain silver or goldplating, in three sizes - simply beautiful. We promise the new Ellera hoops is already an evergreen.

ELLERA PIANURA EARRINGS